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REVIVAL is inspired by Laozi‘s Tao Te Ching which is a verb 

meaning “return to a certain state. He who is conscious of the white 

(bright), but keeps to the black (dark), becomes the model for the world. 

Being the model for the world, he has the eternal power which never errs, 

And returns again to the Primordial Nothingness. He who is familiar with 

honor and glory, but keeps to obscurity, becomes the valley of the world. 

Being the valley of the world, he has an eternal power which always 

suffices, and returns again to the natural integrity of uncarved wood. 

Break up this uncarved wood, and it is shaped into vessel, in the hands of 

the Sage, they become the officials and magistrates. Therefore the great 

ruler does not cut up. In general, the significance of this chapter is: the 

pursuit of return to a state of “original”, “true”, “substantial”, and with 

the “community” concept to interact and dialogue with the world, no 

group or individual can be separated from the whole.

After 40 years of reform and opening up, China‘s has achieved 

outstanding results in well-off society and five modernization goals, 

however, due to rapid economic development it is accompanied by 

environmental pollution unbalanced regional development unbalanced 

supply and demand relationship and the urgent need of upgrading and 

transformation in the low value-added industries . In 2017, at the 19th 

National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the initiative of “not 

forgetting the initial heart, keeping in mind the mission” and “seeking 

happiness and seeking rejuvenation” portrayed the road of China’s new 

era from return to revival.

The development of Chinese contemporary art has been evolving 

with the historical context of the country’s development. The Media 

form, practice mode and interactive field of Chinese contemporary art 

has changed from the study and follow-up of international art at the 

beginning of reform and opening up to the introspection and reflection 

on Chinese history and cultural ontology with the growth of cultural 

self-confidence due to the improvement of the national economy and the 

people’s livelihood.The development of science and technology brings 

about the diversity of media, materials and methods in the field of art, 

and the diversity and complexity of the interaction between artists and 

the public. Coupled with the rise of art culture and creative industries 

brought about by the supply-side reform, art has begun to participate in 

the construction of every aspect of the new era Chinese society.

The interaction between artistic self-discipline represented by the 

white box model of the traditional art museum and the needs of the 

people is also in the process of re-seeking balance and symbiotic growth; 

The conceptual ontology, the practical path, the media ecology and the 

public meaning of art have ushered a proposition of an new era. If the 

old media, methods and experience, and ecology are not systematically 

evolving, it will be difficult to adapt the rapidly changing society and The 

ܶॏᄓႀ
The Path of REVIVAL
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Time. Therefore, returning to the “current social scene itself”, looking 

for the “substance” of the status quo, turning from self-expression to 

pursuing and constructing the “community” value of The Times, have 

become a new exploration direction for Chinese contemporary art 

community, this is also the historical choice of art culture returning to 

the dimension of civilization.

At the very beginning, there was a small group of people who began 

to practice and respond to the problems of the times in the form of art 

festivals in Chongqing.

In 2017, Ms.Hu Yanzi, curator of Dimensions Art Center (DAC), 

launched the REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST—The 1st Dimensions 

International Live Art Festival (DLAF 2017) with the support of various 

organizations, and it was held once a year. In the theme of Retrospection 

of Modernity and Development of Locality in 2017, 20 artists were 

organized in Urban Site – Granular Power Plant of Chongqing Power 

Plant and Country Site – Zhongliang Village, Huayan Town, Jiulongpo 

District, Chongqing. The curator’s intention is to hope that the direct 

contact between contemporary art and the rapid development of 

modernization will lead to the encounter between contemporary artists 

and masses, the main subject of social life.promoting the intersection 

between  international and other local cultures and Chongqing’s unique 

culture, or even contributing to A dialogue between instant and history.

In 2018, REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST—The 2nd Dimensions 

International Local Art Festival (DLAF 2018) was organized and 

initiated by the Dimensions Art Center (DAC). The four curators Tu 

Zeng, Lingxiang Zeng, Lipeng Jin and Yanzi He formed a joint curatorial 

group, with the theme of Arts Enlighten Hometown, in the Beibei 

District of Chongqing, the birthplace of China's rural construction, held 

in  Chongqing Bayu Farming Culture Museum and its Surroundings, 

supported by 8 co-sponsors and 6 institutions, 13 co-organizers, 

more than 20 media supporters, 23 domestic and international cross-

disciplinary consultants, 118 artists from 6 countries, folk performers, 

folk craftsmen, together, exported 4 forums, 4 video screening projects, 

12 local field art workshops, more than 50 groups of onsite art works, 

and more. Under the proposition of the Belt and Road Initiative, we try to 

learn from the artistic ecology of Poland, explore the artistic possibilities 

in urban and rural communities, dialogue between new public art and 

natural ecology, and explore how contemporary art forces can be passed 

down and reshape southwest handicrafts, folk opera, grass dragon and 

other folk culture and called on the youth art communities of Sichuan 

Fine Art Institute, China Academy of Art, and Shanghai Academy of Fine 

Arts …

As of today, the platform effect of the DLAF art festival has begun 

to shown. Through the organization of the once a year art festival, more 

government departments, public institutions, private institutions, third-

party social organizations and individuals have participated. They jointly 

explored, practiced and responded to the urban-rural integration and 

rural construction problems in China’s modernization process. As the 

first group of  participants in the DLAF art festival, they shaped the 

current appearance of the DLAF Art Festival.

Today in 2019, we find that the complex modernization problems 

that continue to arise in the Chinese society cannot be fully responded 

and resolved through the great effort made by one party or a few 

parties, artists or intellectuals. And political or business group need 

to break their own boundaries and face the “community” problem in 

a more coordinated way. “REVIVAL” cannot be a bordered art festival 

initiated by a single party, but must be capable of carrying Multi-practice, 

concentrating multi-party forces, corresponding to the scene of the times, 

multi-party synergy and joint promotion of “ideas and action initiatives.”
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How do knowledge and experience inform our lives? By what inner 

rules of life do they transform it into a form of flourishing and come to be 

revised? REVIVAL asks these questions of us. An initiative of non-profit, 

government-affiliated, and academic institutions, as well as individuals, 

REVIVAL is dedicated to the renewal of the ecology of community and 

cultural and spiritual revitalization of the people. 

REVIVAL is also an artistic and cultural return to Hongmeng, our 

origin. We return by way of time and space, narratives, and language, 

attentive to these means, and, launched from an expectant and open 

desire, arrive once more at a meeting of the minds. We return, crossing 

disciplines and professions, to that which is impossible to return. We 

return to practice an art and a literature that motivate, suited to our 

locales and perplexing our logic.

Fate of History, Demands from Nature, Response of Humanity, 

Logic of Knowledge

Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious 

and Diverse

REVIVAL is an initiative based on fellow feeling—built by those 

with common interests who chose to come together, doing so in 

deep sympathy—which intimates, as light that radiates and dust that 

diffuses to permeate a field of space in time, the spirit of the times of a 

community.

REVIVAL is an initiative to live and let live. It asks us to see our 

shared needs as the foundation for flourishing and to connect, so as 

to break down unnecessary barriers. It invites us to reassess whether 

established patterns of thought and reasoning still benefit people.

REVIVAL is an initiative to be together freely. If as children who 

mass sand to mold towers, diverse people associate, all intent on valuing 

life, they will be mindful to harmonize their deliberations so as to 

harmonize their practices. 

To sense empathy in ourselves is to witness our common human 

yearnings. To build a life together, yet do so as autonomous, self-

determining beings, is to understand that common yearnings lead to a 

common vision. To be together in each other‘s presence, and free, is to 

be reminded that those who share a common vision may yet flourish 

together.

ܶॏϘᄓ်ঙ
REVIVAL Initiative
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In addition to the daily information exchange, resource sharing, 

and cognitive collision, the REVIVAL Community will carry out different 

events and activities to launch the REVIVAL Movement.

REVIVAL is a free and diverse virtual value initiative. You can carry 

out relevant actions according to your site's specific situation and respond 

to your perspectives, attitudes, or strategies on the four academic values. 

Whether you are organizing or participating in an event, spreading 

awareness and ideas in your circle of friends, or starting from yourself, do 

something to make a difference can all be your REVIVAL Movement.

Please turn to XXX for more information about the “REVIVAL 

Movement 2019.”

Under the REVIVAL Initiative, if you believe in the vision of 

“Empathic and voluntary,” “Symbiotic and Autonomous,” “Harmonious 

and Diverse,” and presenting its theoretical value and practical themes 

in terms of thinking and action. Whether you are third-party social 

organizations, government-sponsored institutions, academic institutions, 

or individuals, etc., you are a member of our REVIVAL Community.

There is no deadline for the action of the REVIVAL Community. In 

our Community, information exchange, resource sharing, and cognitive 

collision are daily activities.

You are not just part of the REVIVAL Initiative, but you are the 

REVIVAL Initiative itself.

ܶॏϘЪͽᭀፐ

ܶॏϘᛪҸ

REVIVAL Community

REVIVAL Movement

��������ܶॏϘ�3&7*7"-

���� ࣺܵॎϗᛩҷፀ͠ފḾḬௌЗՙḭ

ᝂࠫڌḾပ౬ǔщ݀ऄ

ኞࡡፀḾပ݁ሄǔ᧣ᤂᔘǔदᩐǔపᤵǔప͆ǔ˨್ǔ

Ѿᯃǔᑓྒߝǔᬐੈǔ᭲ቩǔပঋͣ

ᠳແፚኪፀḾीᎵޣǔ՜ͣբǔ༴༴ǔనᇓᖑǔीঘ҆ǔ

ी༨ǔౘအ

ፀፃፚኪḾͽ̣ǔీခࣕǔᨘ̿ǔ၅᭣ǔӾӰ

ХЪፀḾѾӃǔीরْǔी݀ᴥǔщݔᤑǔྮ၂သǔשန᧯

ǔी҆բߩҴፀḾᑓЙǔीါေǔᔭຠࡡ

ǔᡃᆙբǔႇॼУǔပዽߑᭉߤፀḾပྒᔌǔౘష̉ǔͤࠐ

ǔीᆄ

னခፀḾᬐအǔގ༨ೌǔѾΐǔᥧǔపʿǔঋቩ

ጪॐፀḾᬐज़ǔᇞǔႇᗤǔᦈ߽ᓐǔѾʿ֏ǔ͒๕ศ

គᝨፀḾӾᭉǔ១˿ǔ֏ޚǔပቩ˔ǔပ͒᯽

ᝂࠫᛩፀḾ镕Ӆ

REVIVAL Movement 2019 Organizing Committee ( no order )

Watch Group: Lin Wang, Daqing Feng

Curatorial Team: Tianxiang Wang, Dafu Jin, Zheng Liao, Tu Zeng, 

Lingxiang Zeng, Lihua Shao, Fei Liu, Yanzi Hu, Ge Chen, Lipeng Jin, 

Zhiwei Wang

Resource Coordination Team: Luona Zhang, Weijun Xiang, Cancan 

Du, Bilian Cao, Nianli Zhang, Hao Zhang, Ling Yang

Organiser: Jing He, Xianfan Zhu, Yu Fu, Wanlu Cui, Hua Lu

Public Relations Team: Yong Liu, Sijia Zhang, Dalong Zhang, Fenjin 

Feng, Qiwei Niu, Yuxin Tang

Exhibition Management team: Ke Hu, Zhenzhu Zhang, Yumeng 

Gou, Lijun Zhang

Media Team: Yanfen Wang, Chaoyu Yang, Yuyan Sun, Yanjun Lai, 

Dequan Tian, Jingmin Wang, Zhixian Zhang

Document Team: Ling Chen, Haoqiao Jiang, Jia Liu, Mei Deng, 

Yimeng Zeng, Zhili Shao

Record Team: Changbin Chen, Lei Yuan, Meng Tian, Yuhang Zheng, 

Zhouqi Liu, Haoyang Ren

Design Yeam: Yuhang Lu, Ye Xie, Ya Zhou, Lidong Wang, Renchi 

Wang

Watch Group Executive Team: Rongxun Du
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4 - 2 - 2- ���� ܶॏϘᛪҸ
2019 REVIVAL Movement

4 - 2 - 2-

ܵॎϗЩͼ˰ο̑ᤸǔᠳແЩ̢ǔᝫᆄᇔ୫ǕЮͼ

ᛳဠ˦ḾܡҳՒˌ˒̜฿ᄒມᥓḰѫဠՒᮟ۳ǔ߮ሡǔ

ˌ˒ᄒӱృ͠Ḱੲᆩ࠸ᏎͼᄒڕమরᏮഽसǕܵॎϗЩ

ͼ̞ᤱᤇʿ̗௵ᄒᛩҷўᐙ̈ʿᏎᢁ̩Ḱ̽ ͋এវ ǜ̎ᒵԯǔ

ᒵ˧ǔᒵႈǝᄒںǔᒹү̎ǜЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᄒਥఈḰ͇

রᛩվဠ࠳ǜԓՆ˰֙ࠈǔᒵཱ˰සǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᆄដ˰᥇

ᣬǝᄒ͑ϡরᏮ֟ࠌᢃǕ

ЩͼᤲບॖḰ̽͋ўᐙࣻᤔፏḰᡝᡝܻᄒ׆ऌᒵ

ԯઽઘܵॎϗಱॿ͑ϡǕଔˆܵॎϗݨͽᒵႈၿḰࡋᝰ

͋ૃᄴ͇२Ǖ

͇ˆ௯൫̎ � భ �� ᄒǔబᄒܵॎϗЩͼӵḰ

ˍឧӵᤏ࠺፦దḰ൜ᤉ৮׆ऌǜܵॎϗǝḰ˦Щͼ

ᄒʿֈǕ

৮Ճሰ൮ఽࣺ᧥ P���Ḱឨፂ̈ǜܵॎϗ္ঘǝ̶ፉǕ

Please turn to P 24 for more information about the “REVIVAL INITIATIVE.”

The daily action of the REVIVAL Community includes information 

exchange, resource sharing and cognitive collisions. It builds multiple 

communication channels for different professions, provides the cross-

disciplined and cross-professional cooperation, makes a breakthrough of 

the fixed thinking model.Some actions help REVIVAL Community getting 

more Condense and Connect, the REVIVAL Initiative responders believe 

in the vision of  “Empathic and voluntary” “Symbiotic and Autonomous” 

“Harmonious and Diverse” , and presenting its academic value and 

practical themes in terms of thinking and action.        

REVIVAL Community is growing up with a clear shape and getting 

more responders who advocate REVIVAL Initiative. Let us look forward 

to the future of REVIVAL Initiative.   

The following is the recent list of the responders of REVIVAL, as 

at September 15, The list will continue to be updated, Welcome to join 

REVIVAL Community.

ܶॏϘЪͽᭀፐ
REVIVAL Community

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF
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ᬜ̈ο̑ᤸǔᠳແЩ̢ǔᝫᆄᇔ୫ᄒܵॎϗЩͼڢʿ

ᡙᄒܹ࣪ḰඐࣺܵॎϗЩͼᦘࠌ͇࠺ᬍᄒ̋͐ǔसࡡर

ܵॎϗᛩҷǕ

ǜᒵԯhᒵ˧hᒵႈǝǜЩ৹hЩၿhЩǝᄒಱॿ္ঘڢ

ˆḰܵॎϗኌʿઃǜЩͼǝ੦ᄮᄒኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀፃǔ̋˒

ӵͷǔ߮ిృ౦ǔ˜ͼঋЩѴ҇̎ۻᒵᢾᄒဠྺڬཊ֟ᠳແ

৹юḰܵڢॎϗᄒǜԓՆ˰֙ࠈǝǜᒵཱ˰සǝǜ̩˰Ԯ

௪ǝǜᆄដ˰᥇ᣬǝچ˜͑ϡ፭ग՜ˆḰॖ̈ � ᢃᛩҷࠌ݀

ဠڬḰ౦̈ǜ���� ܵॎϗᛩҷ�়ಳࡕǝḾ

̸়ಳڗࡕᇰ˟Ḱ৮Ճ͇ᅂѫḰǜ���� ܵॎϗᛩҷǝ

ፋˈ௯ʿڬ੦మ̩ᝫᆄ֟ࠌᢃፋᰖзᄒᓴऄҷǕߺॊោ˜ͼˉ

Щͼ˰ᄒࣹᛮЪጏǔॊោԥ˟ॿәՙᄒమகፀፃሪईᄒၿ

֟ୌभǔॊោమটगమቩڬᄒܻ႕ᛀՔǕ�

In addition to the daily information exchange, resource sharing and 

cognitive collision, the REVIVAL Community will carry out different 

events and activities to launch the REVIVAL Movement.

Under the main concept and idea of “Empathic and Voluntary”, 

“Symbiotic and Autonomous”, “Harmonious and Diverse”, the third-

party social organizations, government-affiliated, academic institutions 

and individual comrades included in the first gathering of REVIVAL 

initiatives, based on their own site conditions and resources, have jointly 

taken the four academic value of "Fate of History", "Demands from 

Nature", "Response of Humanity" and "Logic of Knowledge". As a result, 

it contributed to the formation of the 7 practice sites, which constituted 

the REVIVAL Movement 2019:

From the above “REVIVAL Movement Network” image, you can 

see that REVIVAL is not a festival activity under the past cognitive and 

practical experience. It emphasizes the balance between individuals and 

communities, emphasizes the formation and construction of effective 

organizational order after decentralization, and emphasizes the cross-

border and integration of attitudes and perspectives.

���� ࣻܶॏϘᛪҸ
2019 REVIVAL Movement

����ˍᮮࠍᢄ�1SPKFDU�CBTFE�1SBDUJDF
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���� ܵॎϗᛩҷ௯ܵڢॎϗಱॿ္ঘˆḰႈՒЩ

ԯᡙࣻरࡡᄒ͇ࣺग˦ӵͷᄒᛩҷᝨѻǕ�

ͽ္ܵॎϗṃቋЭॖसḰࣻˈ̎ዥͳǜႈӵԯᡙݨ

ᄒమᤀ႕ᄒᓰిᓴǝ˰ዥᄒഘঘḰǜܵॎǝ௯ˍঁᮔ௯ʿڬᑧܽ

આᣚܻࠌᢃǔўᐙܻү᧢ḿˉͅဠڬᄹऌǔܻӱЩΰ

ЩभᄒϗᛩҷǕ�

ܵॎϗ௯͒ͽኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀፃǔ̋˒ӵͷǔ߮ిృ౦ǔ˜

ͼঋᦘᑧ׆ऌࣻᒵԯԨˉᄒǕݨ౯·మᅔǜᒵԯǔᒵ˧ǔᒵႈǝ

ᄒںḰమᅔǜЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᄒਥఈḰమᅔ͇রᛩվဠǜԓ

Ն˰֙ࠈǔᒵཱ˰සǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᆄដ˰᥇ᣬǝᄒ͑ϡরᏮ

ᢃࠌЪ˳̎ᆄដᒵ७ǔனᓰڬᑧˉ͋Щԯᡙᤐࡋ·ᢃḰࠌ֟

ᄒᛩҷǕ�

ˈ̸ܵॎϗЩͼᄒ᭯᠊ᤏ௯ܵॎϗᛩҷᄒ࿌ю

ᅂḰᦘՃᝁܵॎϗՊՀᒸ̵Ḱᖕॲˈ׆࠾ऌǕ̽͋ᦒѴ

ᒵ᧠ऄǔᦘǔँ߿ǔැก۪Ḱᤏమదܻ൬ᢾܳУږ˫

ᒸУ့ᄒˈکǕ̽͋ઽమᅔˈᄒᢾ͓ǔၿڜḰᨣᆙᅔˈ

ᄒˌ˒ḰܵॎЩͼί௯Ւ႕ݨ൭ܻರᄒᛀՔǕ�

ဠڢḰ͋எҊ͇̈̽͋রᛩ׆ऌᤐڬϗᄒḰႁཟ৹

ऌܵॎϗաṃ׆ऌÿÿ·ਥਛ׆ѫᄒ؟ᮋܮᄒ̥׆

REVIVAL Movement 2019 is an annually event launched by the 

force of multi-party under the idea of REVIVAL Initiative.

How to understand REVIVAL Initiative? Its structure form is 

different from the “art festival with boundaries initiated by one party”. 

We believe that REVIVAL Movement must be capable of carrying multi-

practice, concentrating multi-party forces, corresponding to the scene of 

the times and being promoted and constructed by joint force of multi-

party.

REVIVAL Initiative can be responded or participated spontaneously 

by any non-profit, government-affiliated, academic institutions, as well as 

individuals. 

If you believe in the vision of  “Empathic and voluntary” “Symbiotic 

and Autonomous” “Harmonious and Diverse” and presenting its 

academic value and practical themes in terms of thoughts and action, you 

can make this action about knowledge self-discipline, cultural and artistic 

practice with us together.

Whether from features of REVIVAL community or from the current 

progress of the REVIVAL Movement 2019, we can see that REVIVAL 

Initiative has received support from many Responders. Some of them 

comes from Chongqing, Chengdu, Guang’an, or multiple cities along the 

Yangtze River, many more are in different parts of the country or even 

the world. They have different political or social identities, social circles 

and specialties. Therefore REVIVAL Community is the fusion of such 

diversity.

Now, we have received the response from them with thoughts 

and action, and with a loud and enthusiastic voice – Are You Willing to 

Respond to REVIVAL?

ܵॎϗᄒ္ঘఽᢾ௯Ճڢˈ፭गᜊូᄒǕඐ̩ᦘమ࠳

ܵॎϗл᧞ᄒే҆ǕರḰ׆ऌܵॎϗᄒඐʿֈᦘ̎͠ۻ

ᒵᄒ္֟ᒵᄒᠳແဠ࿌Ḱ͇ࠌᬍᛩҷ׆ऌܵॎϗǕ

͋ᥡីҊՒᛩҷဠڬᄒኞࡡ̩ࡡरЪ̎ܵॎϗᆉ៉Ḱˈݹծ

ʿծ̽͋ᄒ᧞Ǖ�

ܵॎϗᛩҷᄒरࡡሞઆǜᒵԯǔᒵ˧ǔᒵႈǝˉǜЩ৹ǔ

ЩၿǔЩǝᄒ္ঘḰॊោԥ˟ॿәḾ׆ऌܵॎϗᄒˁ݀ᛩҷ

ဠ̑ڬ˦ࣹᛩЪጏǕ׆ڊऌᏳࡡरᄒᄹЪᛩҷʿ᭯ኈՔߺᒵమ

ᄒԓՆᑈఈḰԻʿ᭯μចᅔԯࡡᄒफ፦᭒සḰ���� ܵ

ॎϗᛩҷ൬௯ᱭᇳᏎၿটᄒͼဠǕ�

͇ˆḰᝰ͋ʿᝇ ���� ܵॎϗᛩҷˁ݀Ѵဠڬᄒ̶ፉǕ

ಲ૾ˁ݀ᛩҷဠ̶ڬፉḰ͋Ճॲᆄ ���� ܵॎϗᛩҷ௯ႈ׆

ऌፏՔᒵᢾᄒڊکڢḰڢˈసǔˈکཊḰᥞܵ߾ॎϗ

ǜ�Щ৹ᏳᒵԯǔЩၿᏳᒵ˧ǔЩᏳᒵႈ�ǝᄒਥఈḰ̸Ᏻࡡ

ဠՔဠڬǔཌ᥇ᣬǔΰরᛩᄒϗᛩҷǕ�

“ E m p a t h i c  a n d  V o l u n t a r y ” ,  “ S y m b i o t i c  a n d 

Autonomous”,“Harmonious and Diverse” in REVIVAL Movement 

emphasizes decentralization: the seven major sites responding to 

REVIVAL Initiative have an equal relationship with each other. All the 

sites are suited to its own historical background and will also ensure the 

continuity of future development. REVIVAL Movement 2019 is a vivid 

demonstration of community ecology.

Next, let’s take a look at the introduction of the seven major sites of 

the REVIVAL Movement 2019.

According to the introduction of the seven major sites, we can know 

that REVIVAL Movement 2019 is an movement following the vision of 

“Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious and 

Diverse” of REVIVAL Initiative in different locations in different event 

duration , combining with their own local conditions, so as to return to 

practice an art and a literature that motivate, suited to our locales and 

perplexing our logic.

ܶॏϘḢኗ३Έᄓׇऍ�
REVIVAL Initiative, Waiting for Your Response.

�᧟ܶॏϘḵ;ݩ͌̾
How do They Understand REVIVAL Initiative?
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ǜැ˅ˆḾХЩᓰిᛩҷᝨѻǝ௯̎ۻྺᄒැکᎎ˰

˟ḰᐙՔՒ᰼ಫˉኌ˄ᇳ͠ፀፃǔ߮ిృ౦ǔ˜ͼḰᒹү̎ڊ

ዽሀЫǔனә͑ϡܵЫǔᇳᏎၿটదˉ͝ၿၿЫḰүږ

සᆄដܵॎဠڬǔனәᓰిܵॎᇳ͠ҁḰᤑᛩᮟ۳ǔ߮ሡǔ

ˌ˒ᄒܻГХЩᓰిᛩҷࠌᢃᄒʿᮒసᝨѻǕ

����� ࣺኌ࡛̌ǜැ˅ˆḾХЩᓰిᛩҷᝨѻǝڊЩᎎᏳ

ЩដḰڊЩដᡔ՜ЩၿḰڊЩၿᏳၿၿˈǕႈࢾچᏇి߮ᬛ֟

˅๚Ꮗి߮ᬛԯᡙḰᐗҷැกጻՒ݀᰼ಫ˟ږᏇి߮ᬛǔິӚ

Ꮗి߮ᬛǔӷටை݀߮ǔැӷ݀߮ᐗՔ˩ұḰ׆ڢऌǜܵॎϗ

ǝᄒǜᒵԯǔᒵ˧ǔᒵႈḰЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᄒಱॿ္ঘḰ

˰ǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᒵཱ˰සǔᆄដ֙ࠈ˰ॎϗǜԓՆܵڢࣻ

᥇ᣬǝᄒچ˜ಱॿ͑ϡጬग˅ࡡरᮒᄴᛩҷǕ

“Along the Yangtze River Public Art Project” is based on the 

unique geography of the Yangtze River. It is a combination of force of 

universities and third-party social organizations, academic institutions, 

and individuals. It is committed to the rejuvenation of the Chinese spirit, 

the revival of cultural values, the ecological renewal of communities, and 

the emerging life of all beings. We will strive for knowledge returning to 

the site, culture and art reviving social innovation, and conduct a long-

term project of public art which is cross-domain and interdisciplinary.

The second “Along the Yangtze River Public Art Project” is held 

during June 15,2019–October 22,2019, when we will reach consensus 

due to commonality, step towards symbiosis due to consensus, and live 

together due to symbiosis. This project is initiated by Sichuan Fine Arts 

Institute and Shanghai Academy of Fine Arts, and is co-organized by 

China Academy of Art, Hubei Institute of Fine Arts, Southwest Minzu 

University and Jiangnan University along the Yangtze River. In response 

to the core concept of “spontaneous, independent, free, empathetic, 

symbiotic, and common”, the project is conducted in the four core value 

dimensions of REVIVAL Initiative, which are “Fate of History, Demands 

from Nature, Reflection of Humanity, Logic of Knowledge”.

৯Մ͈ପˇ᭰̍፮ᆓḢᤒУᮓᄵ̷ፊ˨ᮏ᭰Ḣ᤹ЫตឨЦ͞Ջ̉ధܼᄺЫᮓᄵ̷ፊǖ�

:PV�DBO�TDBO�UIF�23�DPEF�CFMPX�UP�FOUFS�UIF�QSPKFDU�JOUSPEVDUJPO�QBHF

BOE�GPMMPX�UIF�PGGJDJBM�8FDIBU�BDDPVOU�UP�MFBSO�NPSF�BCPVU�UIF�QSPKFDU�

���� ܶॏϘ˱˂݁ᛪҸအڭ�
REVIVAL Movement 2019

ҸహḰ�మ �� ����� మ �� 

&WFOU�%VSBUJPOḰ��+VOF�UP����0DUPCFS
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ᢃᄒʿሠ᧠ॖसࠌӥᓰిᏇᐺ௯னә࠽  ႈ࠽ӥࡘටᄒЩ

Ԩˉ౦࠽ӥԳ᭱ᄒၿ̟ǔஐү᧢  ˿௯ᅔᅓ۪̎ԯ

ᄒᤒᝃѻǕ᰼ᄒ۪әᤑሶḰΖॲ̩Ըᄒ฿ҷˉᐙՔЪጏࡡ

దҳܵెܻರǕ࠽۔ӥᄒЪጏഽस௯ѫ̎˒ǔۻᆱគிǔஜ

ᐺౖ͐ኖՒሠဠࠌ᭒සᏳ̟ၿᄒḰᤒ᭬ͤፚᇳᏎᄒࠅைǔྈ̩ǔ

̦ԬፀЪጏǕ̩͋ʿ᭯ᖕॲ̈࠽ӥᄒࣤᄒ͞ӁḰԻʿ

࠽स৹ᄒᏭௐږ˟࿌টǕᯘխࠌઆԲ̩৹ЪጏႨሗᄒဠڢ˿᭯

ӥڊ฿᤺Ḱڢគிǔᝃѻǔဟܚǔፋ่ǔίଁग˅ᦘˈ˅

ͅᄒ൮͛Ḱᡤˈ̈ဠͅәၿ᭒සǕܳڢᣉ۔˟ᄒ᧠ऄ݀ຢ

Ը࠽ӥÿÿǜ˟࠽ږӥǝᄒЯͅ۔ᛳÿÿвЮ࠽ӥௐ˘ሠዥ۔
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Community Aesthetic Education is an important form of cultural 

practice. It consists of community residents‘ participation in the 

production and transformation of community, and also focuses on the 

long-term planning of urban development. The rapid urbanization 

process makes the relationship between population mobility and 

aggregation more complex and diverse. The new type of community 

relationship is based on various practical needs, such as business, 

infrastructure, educational conditions and so on. It is far from the 

relationship of clans, acquaintances, relatives and friends of traditional 

communities. On the one hand, people have gained the advantages 

brought by the new community, on the other hand, they are also 

suffering from the alienation of relationships. As time goes by, the 

old community full of Chinese-style emotions can not keep up with 

the pace of the times in terms of facilities, environment, economy and 

convenience, and can not meet the needs of modern life. Dadukou 

Community in Chongqing, a typical representative of “Chinese 

Community” in transition, has both commonness and individuality of 

the old and new types of community.

China Community Aesthetic Education Action Plan shows the 

academic value of REVIVAL Initiative. “Fate of History” lies in that we 

can change the look of the old community, inherit its human feelings 

and alleviate the pain of the transition period; Reconstructing the 

humanistic and natural landscape of the community, which meets the 

“Demands from Nature” through the transformation of time and space; 

And aggregate human growth is the direct reflection of “Response of 

Humanity” in the current community relations. Relying on the “logic 

of knowledge” as the guiding basis for practice, art as the vitality. 

Accordingly, China’s Community Aesthetic Education Action Plan 

effectively launches the research and exploration of social and public 

issues in the international perspective. In the name of art, we should 

gather the strength of aesthetic education to serve the national urban 

development from the people’s needs for a better life. The action plan 

focuses on the sociality, publicity, locality and mutual participation of 

artistic interaction, and carries out a series of community cultural and 

artistic activities, which are interdisciplinary, cross-disciplinary and 

beyond the community.To improve the community space environment, 

build community relations, promote public education, and create a 

harmonious coexistence of the social landscape.
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“Liuyin Project”

Liuyin Project is an artistic practice project jointly initiated by Sichuan 

Fine Art Institute Arts and Rural Research Institute. Based on Liuyin, Beibei, 

the birthplace of rural construction in China, Liuyin Project is carried out 

in four directions: artistic intervention, rural aesthetic education, landscape 

construction and discourse reconstruction.

One is to activate countryside with the experimentation of "contemporary 

art" and to seek the possibility of contemporary art in China from the local 

society.

The second is to let "rural aesthetic education" to activate the vitality of the 

countryside, to activate the rural space, to highlight the value of the countryside, 

to highlight the cultural self-confidence of the countryside, to stimulate the 

creativity of the villagers.

Third, the protection, inheritance, restoration and reconstruction of the 

"cultural landscape" in the countryside will continue the local context and 

improve the quality of lifehood in the countryside.

Fourthly, it provides action guides from two aspects of theory and 

method, opens space and future with discourse, finds a meta-discourse for 

the integration of art and countryside with "village art", and reconstructs a 

conceptual system that is deeply rooted in Chinese tradition and links the world 

at the same time.

Integration of knowledge and action, conceiving to give birth to action! Do 

it now and dream big!

“Liuyin Project” and REVIVAL Initiative

“Liuyin Project” is based on the four paths of "artistic intervention, 

rural aesthetic education, landscape construction and discourse remodeling" 

developed on the three major relationships of "origin and participation, land and 

openness, experiment and symbiosis", and the three principles and advocacy 

of “Empathic and Voluntary, Symbiotic and Autonomous, Harmonious and 

Diverse” adhering to REVIVAL Initiative with four academic value of “Fate 

of History” “ Demands from Nature” “Response of Humanity” “Logic of 

Knowledge”.

Digital Site on "Liuyin Project”

Countryside Local space

As a local space, the countryside is open, full of unknowns and possibilities 

compare to the closed studio creation environment and "white box" exhibition. 

It is totally different from the urban spatial ecological structure. This new spatial 

ecology also means a new logic of artistic creation, of course, accompanied by a 

new artistic problem.

Locality Problems

"Locality" provides a vast creative space for art. Creation material becomes 

richer, more vivid and more energetic, but the distance in physical space 

undoubtedly makes "exhibition and dissemination" encounter new difficulties.

Resolving Spatial Distance

Internet, digitization and virtual scene undoubtedly solve the distance 

dilemma in the physical space of “geo-nature". "Liuyin Project" is presented in 

digital.
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Future Garden aims to present the academic value of “Demands 

from Nature” of the REVIVAL initiative in the context of ecological 

art. The project will restore environment, society and culture through 

comprehensive artistic practices such as permacultureworkshops, 

Fungus Farm, ChildrenEco-artEducation and Edible Future. The "future" 

in the title represents the temporaldimension, because ecological 

civilization needs toconsiderfuture generations. “Garden” is the 

combination of environment, history, culture, society,and economy 

that reflects “locality”. It is a micro-action that interacts deeply with 

the local community. The "world" refers to itsspatial dimension and an 

interconnected global consciousness. Also,“world” and “garden” respond 

to the rural reconstruction pioneer Lu Zuofu’s well-known phrase, 

“Wish everyone could be a gardener, so the world will be transformed 

into a garden.” Therefore it will gather countless individuals’ creativity 

to establish a great social garden, a cross-disciplinary exploration of the 

future that combines local action with a global perspective.
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The First Gathering Community Public Art Festival is sponsored by 

I YOU SEE & Art and Social Innovation Laboratory. The festival includes 

13 communities in Chengdu and last from September 24 to November 10.

The First Gathering Community Public Art Festival responded 

to the REVIVAL Initiative. It aims to build a systematic collaboration 

mechanism between social workers and artists, and calls on intellectuals 

to return to society and pay close attention to community relations under 

the background of modern cities. It is hoped that art will serve as a 

medium for interdisciplinary dialogue to connect communities and help 

to develop community governance and rebuild community relations from 

an aesthetic perspective.

The Festival is based on Chengdu’s historical and cultural 

background, geographical environment, residents‘ needs, and government 

policies. Whether in terms of planning concepts, organizational 

mechanisms and participants, the festival site will maintain an open 

attitude of interdisciplinary collaboration, which will be jointly promoted 

by artists and social workers. At the same time, we will work together 

with sociology, anthropology, historical geography, ecology and other 

scholars.

The festival includes seven sections: special research, lectures, 

workshops, artistic creation, creative fairs, literature exhibitions and 

forums. From the content, it can be divided into four aspects: space, 

relationship, story and aesthetics. It mainly responds to the three 

academic values of REVIVAL “Fate of History, Reflection of Humanity, 

Logic of Knowledge.”

The Festival hopes to stimulate the vitality of the city in a more 

creative way and to participate in nurturing new communities with a 

greater sense of happiness. We hope that this new community will have 

real sharing, in which people will spontaneously build, share, be open and 

inclusive, and become a harmonious community.

At present, nearly 100 social workers, artists and scholars have 

responded to REVIVAL Initiative and joined The First Gathering 

Community Public Art Festival. The Communist Party of China, 

Chengdu Jinjiang District Committee for Community Development and 

Governance, Dimensions Art Center, Luxelakes·A4 Art Museum, Cross 

Media Studio of Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Chengdu Volunteer Service 

Federation, Oil Painting Department of Sichuan Conservatory of Music, 

Oil Painting Department of Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Art Department of 

Southwest University for Nationalities, etc. The festival was co-sponsored 

and supported by government, social institutions and universities.
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ᓬᇳ͠˧˯ᤑТ̈ͅḰᇳ͠˧ᆀᄼፋᣉԳྺږ˟

˦̩ටᄦܡᄒᏇݦၿ᭒֟ˈࣹᛮˈЕѴᄒԯࡡ˰ᄒᆀ

ᄼḰЭ˟Ӓૂ۪́ፚኪԯࡡᄒᮭǕПᄒө˽݀Ϫѫ̈ࠌி́

Ыႝᄒ᧠݀эኞǕ�

Ḱ̩ږ˟Ḱᤐ᧟పᡔѫᤇʿ˜݀рᄒ߿ँࢾچÿÿکᒔږ˟ڢ

�� ࣺҚ̽ᄒ҂ॿ͆ॲ˟ږरஒᤑԱḰ̩ට̦ѵસ֘̽Ḿ৮ݦḥ࠽

ࣹḥ �� ࣺՙँ᭱߿ǜ҂ॿढǝហၿḰߺហၿڢᡝ᭱

ᄒ݀ೌ˰ˆḰ࠺ߺ፡፦௮ᇰᅔǜ᭱ǝÿÿˏͅᇳၿটᄒன

әదǔ۪̜́ᛀǔனЫǔܵЫԜ́ᄒэॿḰݨߺӪӪ˂˂

ᇳʿರḰᮏᡙӰܶጳിᄒ˰ᢁǕǜ᭱ǝḰ௯னదږ˟

ၿᄒ֙ࠈḰ̞௯༗ᕭӰܶᄒᄐࣺॊᮋḰ̸ங̚ߣڗǔᒵүదၿǔ

ˉψᤑҊᆢᆭҚᛩḰᄴሀࢿḰͽܳˈ௯ˏͅЗᣤᄒږࠚ҂ॿḥ�

ఽ൛ँ᭱߿ǜ҂ॿढǝÿÿᓰిˉ́ЫḾᗈೌˆ

ХЩᗁᮒᄴḰ௯ڢǜँ߿ӥંˉՃ፦ԯߝࡡᮒᄴǝᑈ

ఈˆḰ᭱ڒፑጢᓬனәḰጓǜˈঌ҂ॿǔྲΖ֙ǝ˧ᮭ

ஜᐺҷḰፏՔᴥ߿ಌ̟˒ḰੲтፏՔᇰᔽཊᄒʿ൛᧠ࡅ

ភḰఽᅔǜᒵԯǔᒵ˧ǔᒵႈǝǔǜЩ৹ǔЩၿǔЩǝᤐʿѫ

ԯཊ֟ਥఈḰ͇ǜԓՆ˰֙ࠈǔᒵཱ˰සǔ̩˰Ԯ௪ǔᆄដ

˰᥇ᣬǝ˦͑ϡ՜֟ࠌᢃ˧ᮭ՜׆ऌ̈ܵॎϗǕँ᭱߿

ˉՒՔ׆ऌܵॎϗᛩҷḰʿ᭯௯ᮓටਛǔ់ృ᥍Ḱ༗

ԯටᄒԨˉਛដḰکڊҌࠌࠊဠܡஎḰԻʿ᭯௯ǜᏇᐺ́ǝḰ

༗ԯටਏү֟ҁүḰପӬၿࣼሑगḰҹү࠵සྵ᠗֟ዽ

ሀ᭯ࡗᄒЩԯࡡǕឧᮒᄴᄒᗈکḰ࠺˦᭱ᄒԯࡡնऻదܻ

ЪดḰࣤదܻᠳແḰପΡదࣹݦՄḰ˦भគࠥॊǔට˧ǔனǔ

֟័ǔᏇ˨ᄒ᭱лຓҷᑧǕ̸ᤒᅂḰ௯ଖᤑᏇ˨́

भគǔΰᤑ́Ճ፦ԯࡡᄒʿ൛ԓՆృ᥍Ǖ

Socialism with Chinese characteristics has entered a new era, 

and the main contradictions of society have been transformed into 

contradictions between the people’s growing needs for a better life and 

the development of inadequate and unbalanced development, including 

the issue of urban and rural development. The 19th National Congress 

of the Communist Party of China made a decision to implement the rural 

revitalization strategy.

In the hinterland of China, Guangan, Sichuan, a great Chinese 

man was born here. 40 years ago, his initial heart made China reform 

and opening up. The people kindly called : Hello! Xiao Ping! 40 years 

later, Guangan “Chuxin (initial heart) Gallery” was created. It was 

created under the bridge across the Gexin village. It will continue to 

inspire “innovation” – the cultural renewal of the new generation rural 

community, the integration of urban and rural areas, the revitalization 

of the cultural tourism, and the revival of the native land, supports 

the future of the Chinese nation like thousands of Chinese rural 

communities. “Innovation” is the mission of civilization and the 

centuries-old dream of the Chinese people.

In the context of “Guangan District Poverty Alleviation and 

Sustainable Development Subproject”, Gexin village is known for its 

“Red culture”. Followed by “Don‘t forget your initial heart, remember 

your mission”, the theme of educational activities, combined with 

“Longan pomelo” industry, to create an important attempt to combine 

demonstrations of agriculture and tourism. In line with the vision of 

“Empathic and Voluntary”, “Symbiotic and Autonomous”, “Harmonious 

and Freedom” With the “Fate of History”, “Demands from Nature”, 

“Response of Humanity”, “Logic of Knowledge” as the direction of 

academic values and practice, the REVIVAL initiative was responded 

to, with many parties together. On the one hand, it is to follow the 

people’s will and seek opportunities, to stimulate the participation of the 

villagers, to increase income according to local conditions, and on the 

other hand to “beautify the  rural areas” to stimulate the imagination 

and creativity of the villagers and enhance their happiness. Strive to 

seek common development at the economic and cultural levels. The 

landing of the project will attract more attention to the development 

of Gexin village, bring more resources, provide a better platform, and 

add new kinetic energy to the construction of new innovations that are 

rich, strong, democratic, civilized, harmonious and beautiful. In the long 

run, it is a historic opportunity to promote the construction of beautiful 

countryside and promote the sustainable development of the rural areas.
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ǜၿটࣹᛮǝǔǜ࠽ӥᗁǝኖ֙ᮭǕ

The first “2019 REVIVAL • Yangtze International Huang Jueping 

Culture And Art Festival” is jointly launched by three Huang Jueping local 

third-party social organizations, referring to “Dimensions Art Center”, 

“Tongmen Art Center” and “Essence Art Center”.

Under the concept of “empathic and voluntary”, “symbiotic and 

autonomous”,  “harmonious and diverse” proposed by the “Revival 

Initiative”, the “Art Festival” will follow the “Fate of History”, “Demands 

from Nature” “Response of Humanity”, “Logic of Knowledge”as the 

direction of value and practice, linking communities in Huang Jueping 

Street, art schools along the Yangtze River, and independent artists at home 

and abroad, “Art Festival” jointly carry out “City Memory”, “Ecological 

Art” and “Community Folk Art”. The three major themes will explore the 

propositions such as “space renewal”, “ecological balance” and “community 

building” in the process of urban renewal and development.
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